
Minutes of Burst Group Telecon (2002/04/23)

In attendance

Cadonati, Finn, Ito, Johnson, Marka, Rahkola, Saulson, Sigg, Stuver, Summerscales, Sutton,
Sylvestre, Weinstein, Marka, Zweizig.

Event tool exercise macros

Discussed if EventTool has all of the functionality required for vetoes analysis.

Writing to database: Finn suggested that ability to write clustered or coincident sum-
mary events back to database is necessary, since calculating false rates will depend on
handling large numbers of such triggers, and false rate-estimates are in turn needed for
the pipeline. (Database also provides permanent record of analysis, which is necessary
for reproducibility.) Consensus was that such capability will not be available by May
6 meeting at MIT. Suggested work-around is to store summary triggers locally as xml
files, which will also avoid delays from querying database. MIT exercise will teach us
what info on summary triggers should be stored, and how to use summary triggers
after-the-fact.

Other: Cadonati reported that EventTool can handle time offsets of up to 5-10 seconds for
coincidence analysis; consensus was that this is sufficient. Cadonati also pointed out
that she has not run EventTool on large data samples so she doesn’t know speed when
clustering events with same time stamp.

Discussion of Katsavounidis’s flowchart

No issues brought up.

Status of DSOs and Simulations

Weinstein reported major new release of LDAS has broken old tcl commands for submitting
LDAS jobs; problem now resolved and can submit all 3 DSOs with single injected
bursts. Has examined rate vs. threshold for SLOPE and looks reasonable. Wants to
meet with DSO authors to see if it is possible to do the same filtering for all 3 DSOs
for comparing performance and output. Can’t evaluate false rates until veto algorithm
in place.

Weinstein also desires ability to inject arbitrary waveforms into simulations. Motivated by
Sylvestre using Zwerger-Mueller waveforms at DSO level at MIT.

Rahkola reports improvements in External Trigger DSO since LSC meeting. Intends to
test before and during MIT meeting using random trigger times and injected bursts.
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Status of DMT monitors and veto construction

Rahkola reported on vetoes telecon of previous week. Efforts continuing to determine which
channels are best for vetoing AS Q events, and to set appropriate filters and thresholds
for each. Tools used include absGlitch, matlab, DMT, and Sylvestre’s custom PSL
glitch code. Some glitches produced by, eg, absGlitch not yet understood.

Saulson worried about the state of the trigger population (“garbage in, garbage out”).

Weinstein suggested someone investigate Mukherjee’s LSC presentation of automatic clas-
sification of E7 bursts.

Status of science interpretation procedures;
Overall readiness to run, optimize pipeline

Saulson asked if we have all of the tools required for probing upper limit versus rate space.
Weinstein pointed out that we need to evaluate the fake rate in the presence of a
veto strategy; the most complete dry run was done by Sylvestre for H2, L1 using
TFCLUSTERS. He used vetoes to get best lower limits, fake single events to get
efficiencies. Ready to estimate upper limit from E7 data.

Finn asked how well current LIGO can determine positions of sources on the sky given
the timing resolution and synchronization between the sites. Marka stated that the
best timing resolution will be tens of microseconds, and synchronization between sites
of less than 100 microseconds. Agreed to meet offline to discuss how this determines
pointing accuracy.

Meeting adjourned.
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